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though recommendations would be helpful for the treating
physicians.
First-line therapy should, in most cases, be based on current
study results and the best treatment should be first choice. But
both the patient and his doctor should be aware that different
strategies may sometimes offer similar, if not identical, results
within the induction period in stage IV disease.
The effects of first-line therapy – as nicely demonstrated in
the contribution by Gressner et al. – do not necessarily influ-
ence long-term prognosis even when using a very aggressive
initial approach. Conversely, patients after less intensive in-
duction might remain amenable to diverse strategies later.
After consequent induction therapies the selection of later
drugs and combinations appears to be restricted, but quite a
number of options may be still available. At that stage, howev-
er, only in rare cases triple combinations would appear ade-
quate, doublets are then most popular but the option of se-
quential mono-therapies (as shown in the case report) should
also be considered. The repeated reinstitution of the same
drug can indeed be a very good choice if the periods of disease
stabilization are satisfactory and acute as well as cumulative
toxicities are low. One of our patients with stage IV non-small
cell lung cancer diagnosed in 11/1997 is still alive (S. Seeber
and J. Hense, unpublished). Among other therapies, this pa-
tient has responded for about 6 years to gemcitabine, needing
the drug as d1/d8/d15 q 4wks courses about 4–6 times a year in
order to achieve the sequential partial remissions necessary
for his continued symptom-free survival. 
Under normal circumstances, after 18–24 months of chemo-
therapy at the latest, most approaches have to be regarded as
experimental, not only because then treatment is considered
to be off-label use. These patients continuously require close
monitoring and early intervention at progression, a procedure
which had been described as ‘controlled off-label therapy’.
Obviously, since such an approach should be based on rational

Patients with inoperable lung cancer, both of small cell and
non-small cell types, have generally been associated with a
fairly limited survival prognosis and, accordingly, current ther-
apeutic standards concentrate on first- and second-line
chemotherapies with or without radiotherapy.
In this issue of ONKOLOGIE, Gressner et al. [1] report on a pa-
tient with small cell lung cancer surviving 10 years after alto-
gether 9 lines of chemotherapy. Primarily, a good partial re-
mission had been achieved receiving 4 courses of carboplatin-
etoposide which had been afterwards consolidated, within a
prospective study, by additional 4 courses of stem cell support-
ed high-dose chemotherapy using the same substances. The in-
duction therapy was finally completed by sequential radiation
treatment. 
In spite of this unusually aggressive induction therapy, only a
4-month progression-free interval was achieved, but the pa-
tient could successfully be kept alive at good quality of life
with intermittent courses of topotecan, later gemcitabine,
irinotecan, paclitaxel, docetaxel, thalidomide, additional after-
loading radiation for bronchus obstruction, stent placement in
the superior vena cava and finally by exposure to experimen-
tal radionuclide therapies.
This case report – although remarkable and a good lesson for
less experienced oncologists whose therapeutic repertoire is
often confined to established first- or second-line combina-
tions (as they are recommended in the relevant guidelines by
the various scientific societies in clinical oncology) – does not
necessarily reflect a unique observation. 
Many oncologists are nowadays used to bring to their patients
everything that potentially helps, and the above-mentioned
guidelines are no longer valid or helpful in cases where estab-
lished therapy has failed. This holds also true for the scenario
of registered versus non-registered (‘off-label’) therapy. Un-
fortunately, no guidelines on how to keep incurable patients
alive as long and as good as possible have yet been defined al-
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grounds and on phase I–III data as well as personal experi-
ence a distinct expertise is mandatory in this area.
No patient can tolerate continued intensive therapies over
years. Therefore, the importance of therapeutic breaks becomes
obvious in such chronified courses. Opportunities for therapy-
free intervals are given in periods of decreasing tumor parame-
ters (‘still responding’), at times of asymptomatic tumor stabi-
lization (‘continued partial remission’) or, in selected situations
such as hormone-refractory prostate cancer, also during closely
observed phases of asymptomatic tumor marker progression
(‘low-dynamic, asymptomatic biochemical failure’). Quite simi-
larly, in advanced ovarian cancer where survival now almost
regularly reaches several years and protracted courses over
8–10 years are not uncommon, sometimes more than 20 thera-
peutic interventions have been applied at the time of CA125
progression [2]. In a variety of diseases such as PSA-positive
prostate cancer, CA12-5-positive ovarian cancer or CA15-3-
positive breast cancer, the clinical course can be reliably fol-
lowed by the tumor marker. However, it remains unclear
whether interventions should be positioned at the very time of
the tumor marker turnaround or, if asymptomatic, whether cer-
tain marker increments up to previous levels should be allowed.
Such phases of ‘controlled progression’ possibly can positively
affect overall survival, but most of these professional therapeu-
tic maneuvers in long-term survivors, although helpful, cannot
be based on current phase-III literature [2].
The question of maintenance therapies after complete or par-
tial remissions has been a matter of controversy for a long
time and contradictory study results exist. With he arrival of

targeted therapies against epithelial and vascular tumor com-
ponents evidence is increasing that remissions after single
chemotherapeutic elements can be prolonged. In addition, an
interposition of metronomic therapies between more aggres-
sive phases of therapy is often helpful also for the patients’
physical and psychical recovery.
As the case of Gressner et al. also beautifully demonstrates,
long-term survivors not only need adequate drug therapies,
such as dose-dense regimens, softer interims and breaks, but
also adequate and personalized loco-regional interventions.
The latter therapies are guided by symptoms and the prioriti-
zation of systemic versus local measures again requires high
expertise in the multidisciplinary management. 
In conclusion, survival of patients with common metastatic
cancers is in most cases not determined by the choice of first-
line chemotherapy but mainly by sequentially applied alter-
native systemic and local treatments. Since the landscape of
clinical studies in oncology does not offer solutions for the nu-
merous decisions necessary for individualized long-term pa-
tient management retrospective casuistic analyses are ab-
solutely essential.
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